
QUICK START GUIDE
Find all the information related to your product in its user 
manual

#1 IN&BOX BASICS
In&box: In&motion airbag system detection and triggering device containing the sensors and battery.

#3 GETTING STARTED

Push the switch button ON If the switch button is already ON, quickly press twice on the
central button.

ON/OFF 
Switch Button Micro USB Port

#2 CHARGE THE IN&BOX
Use the USB cable included in your package, with a USB charger (not provided).

USB Cable
(provided)

USB Charger (not provided)
Warning: Be sure to check the direction of the
micro USB and do not use force to insert the
cable.
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Trick: The In&box has an automatic standby mode.
The In&box will switch to standby mode
automatically if it remains motionless for more
than 5 minutes. When the In&box detects motion,
it turns on automatically eliminating the need to
turn it on or off!

#4 INSTALLATION ON YOUR PROTECTION EQUIPMENT (only if you don’t use the airbag)

To fix the In&box to your protection, we recommend to use adhesive
fasteners (Velcro type), and to fix it by following the drawing against

The In&box has to be :

- centred on the spine,
- LEDs to the top,
- face to you while fixing it

The label with the QR code has to remain visible.

Repeat the adhesive fasteners drawing on your protection.
Be sure that the surface is clean before sticking the adhesive
fasteners.

Each protection being different, complete the setting by using
a “security” attachment like : Chaterton tape, rubber band,
etc., to not lose the In&box.

The In&box isn’t waterproof, take care to not
expose it to water too much while wearing it.

To ensure the Velcro life, we recommend to recharge the In&box while being attached to 
the protection vest.
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